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Photons & Tachyon Energy 
Photons and what some call Tachyons are quantum packets of light carrying energy, they move faster 

than light & demonstrate particle & wave properties (moving in straight lines as well as in waves). 

 

 

 

 

 
Do not be confused by the term Tachyon. There are 2 companies using the name Tachyon. One 

is a Japanese company called “Tachyon Energy” they have been making products called Tachyon 

Energy Beads & have been around since about 1995/6. The second is an American company 

called “Tachyon Technologies” they have been marketing products since 2002/3. T T products 

sound similar to “Tesla’s” but tested by some practitioners they did not test as well as Tesla’s 

products. 

 The medical profession seems to have forgotten the electrical component of our human 

body, so their work is mainly on the chemical & mechanical side. 

 The energy field around all living things cannot be seen, smelt or felt with our 5 senses; 

this has caused conflict between many in the scientific community & those of us who use 

our extra senses. 

 With the development of Kirlian & Aura photography, the physical world can now see the 

energy fields around all living things. This energy field is called the aura, which in reality 

is pure Photon Energy. 

 Dr Wilhelm Reich, in the 1950’s, made the discovery that 

cancer & arthritis were electrical diseases, causing an 

imbalance in our energy field. He claimed these diseases 

could be cured with Orgone Energy, which he described as 

Universal Energy. Dr Reich trapped this energy in an ‘Orgone 

Accumulator’.   

 The problem with Orgone Energy is, it’s not a pure form of 

Photon Energy. Today Orgone Accumulators can be quite 

dangerous, as they take in all Electromagnetic energy within 

its immediate environment up to 5 or 6 klms. 

The F.D.A & other “scientific” leaders of the 1950s would not believe Dr Reich’s work. 

He was jailed & his books destroyed. 

He died in prison in 1957. 
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Nikola Tesla 

Nikola Tesla is a little-known genius who basically invented the electronic                                         

20
th

 century. 

Tesla migrated to America in 1884 & worked for Thomas Edison for two months. George 

Westinghouse & Tesla became partners, & produced Tesla’s dream of alternating current. Over 

the next 59 years Tesla became the most prolific & remarkable discoverer/inventor of all time. 

Tesla understood how light & pyramid energy worked. 

Tesla is the owner of 1,600 patents & is the only man to hold several 

patents in sequential order. Tesla’s first invention was alternating 

current (AC) he also built the world’s first hydroelectric power station 

at Niagara Falls in 1885. 

Some of Tesla’s other inventions were; 

*Hydro Power Generators, *Radio, 

*Neon & Florescent Lights, 

*Radar, *Tesla Coil (still used in 

cars today), *Remote Control and 

Microwave. 

Westinghouse & Tesla did not want to make money from 

the production of electricity, it was to be their gift to 

humanity. Tesla invented a meter to measure usage & they 

only charged a small amount for the use of electricity, just 

enough to cover building & ongoing repairs. 

After Tesla’s laboratories were burnt to the ground J. P Morgan took over 

the financing of his work. 

By 1886 Tesla realised the AC electricity he invented would prove to be one of the most 

dangerous things on Earth to the health of all living things. 

In 1912 Tesla produced what he called ‘free energy’ at 

his Boulder Colorado laboratory. He demonstrated 

this to the media by lighting 200 light bulbs 51km 

(31miles) away by just screwing the light bulbs into 

the ground. This electricity would not only be free but 

safe as it was harmonious with our bodies, after this 

demonstration   J P Morgan withdrew all funding & set 

about destroying Tesla’s name. 

Just weeks before his death, Tesla handed a young Ralph Bergstresser his paperwork on how 

to counteract the biological effects of his EMF & EMR . 

Nikola Tesla died in 1943 in unusual circumstances. 
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Photon & Tachyon Energy 

The Connection To Tesla’s Products 
 

 The Pyramids were given to humankind after the demise of 

Atlantis to help bring ‘light’ back to the planet & teach us our 

place as ‘Light Beings’. 

 ‘Tesla’s Innovational Technologies’ products act in the same 

way as the Pyramids were originally designed to function, as antennas bringing Photon 

energy in. but unlike Pyramids, Tesla’s products do not have a negative area. 

 These products after cutting, doming & colouring (done by humans), are placed in a 

 device that alters the atomic structure of the metal. This process takes anything 

from 241/2 hrs to 7 days depending on the purpose of that particular product. 

 Two physicists using Nikola Tesla’s original work developed the devise. 

Carol took possession of this device including instructions & contract in 

1994. Before this time Carol had been involved with the Nikola Tesla 

developed ‘Purple Plate Technology’ (EIP) produced by scientist Ralf 

Bergstresser (1915-2001) & Noel Orchard. Unfortunately these products 

were unable to raise vibrations past 7.9Hz. (The planet’s vibration in May 

2005 was 16Hz. in January 2009 20.9Hz and in January 2020 30+ Hz) 

 This device alters the atomic structure within metal causing the metal to act as a 

transceiver in the same manner as the Pyramids. 

This device IS NOT a ‘Particle Accelerator’. 

A Particle Accelerator accelerates subatomic particles to high velocities, which 

then collide with other particles; often used to generate X-rays & Gamma rays. 

   To function at its true potential the metal used must be a pure element not a 
man-made mixture stainless steel or plastic etc. 

 Titanium was chosen to be the carrier metal, because it’s a pure 

element. It’s non-allergenic & its molecular structure is similar to 

that of human bone. 

The Titanium used by Tesla’s is grade 1. 

The energy source for both the Pyramids & Tesla’s Innovational 

Technologies products originate from the *Central Sun which 

is in the centre of the universes, 

*(only discovered publicly by NASA in 1995). 
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Tesla’s Small Plates 

There are 7 different small Plates: 

The Phone Tags2).
LapTop/Tablet (4)Tags

Children’s Pendant.

Teenage Pendant 

Personal Pendant. 

Pocket Plate -14sided. 

Small Octagonal Plate-8sided.

Small Practitioner Plate Oval 

The levels of energy. 

 The specific photon energy enters the plates around the circumference 

& exits through both the concave & the convex sides, 

 70% of the energy comes through the concave side. 

30% of the energy comes through the convex side. 

The amount of metal in the plate determines the level of energy emanating from the plate. 

Each plate has a different basic function according to size & the harmonics of its shape. 

Phone Tag 
The Phone Tag is used for altering the frequencies coming 

to & from mobile & cordless phones, small beeper systems & small hand 
 held rechargeable battery-operated equipment (toothbrush, 

    shaver etc), when an Electron Stabiliser is not installed. 

This little plate has been used to help with eye injuries e.g. when stuck to the side arm 

of a pair of glasses the energy will beam in behind the eye, healing will occur behind the 

eyeball. Put on the front of the eye via an 

eye-patch the healing will occur from the front of the eye. 

When travelling with a number of Tesla’s plates of any size always place them dome to

concave (facing the same way) by doing this they will go to sleep & not overwhelm you. 



Pendants and the Thymus Gland

 The Pendant is placed over the thymus gland, which is a major 

 controller of the immune, ageing & lymphatic system. 

No Pendant after being worn for 12 hours can be handed onto anyone else to wear. 

The Pendant’s energy also aids in lessening sunburn. Often when out in the sun you will find 

the Pendant getting unbearably hot in tests, we have found the Pendant 2 degrees cooler 

than the skin. This is the Pendant’s way of getting you out of the sun. 

The Children’s Pendant. 
This Pendant is oval in shape as it was specifically designed to help children with both the 

effects of EMF & to help protect them from the unseen energy realm. The Children’s Pendant, 

when worn over the thymus, works with the immune system & also activates the lower brain 

frequencies thereby calming children who have been diagnosed as ADD. 

Its size is appropriate for children 0 to 10 years. 

Teenage Single Dolphin or Surfboard (2) Pendant 
The Teenage Pendant, like the Childs Pendant, is also oval, (the 2 surf boards 

add to an oval) to help protect from the unseen world. When worn over the thymus; 

it helps the immune system, allows clearer 

thinking, has a calming effect & helps the young adults cope with 

the effects of EMF. 

The size is appropriate for ages 10 to 18 years. 

Adult Personal Pendant 

(Octagonal, Oval, Round, YingYang, Double Dolphin, Surf Boards (3) & Fourteen Sided & 10sided). 

The Personal Pendant, when worn concave facing the body over the thymus, helps the immune 

system, strengthens the energy field & helps stop the effects of EMF. 

The size makes it appropriate for 

mid-teens through to adults & large dogs. 

It can also be used to treat minor cuts, burns & bruises, 

The Octagonal Personal Pendant can be used for moderating the fields from batteries on; 

(a) motor bikes, (b) four wheeled bikes, (c) motorised equipment,

(d) jack hammers, (e) phone junction boxes & (f) electric wheelchairs.

When showing Pendants to your clients please remember to only show the picture of non- 
coloured shapes, found in the back of the brochure & front of the owners manual, 

then after they have picked a shape allow them to see the coloured Pendants. 
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The Small Tesla’s Plates 
(Pocket Plate, Small Octagonal Plate & Small Practitioner Plate) 

The Small Plates are in general too strong to be worn over the thymus but may be held or 

worn over other parts of the body which are under stress from cuts, burns, sprains, 

broken bones, arthritis or other injuries. 

Their general effect is that of activating the affected acupuncture points & 

speeding the healing process. 

The Pocket Plate: Can be worn in a pocket or carried in a wallet. 
(Dr. Emotto has one) 

The Small Octagonal Plate:   

Is a hard worker & therefore not conducive to being worn in a pocket or 

wallet. 

The Small Practitioner Plate: Can be worn in a pocket or wallet. 
(James Hurtak author of “Keys of Enoch” has one) 

The Pocket & Practitioner Plates: 

Are excellent for placing over cuts as they reduce the flow of bleeding, stop the pain & scarring of mild burns, 

help bruising go quickly & encourage the immediate commencement of healing.  

The most effective placement of all Tesla’s Small Plates is with the concave side facing the affected area. 

The Small Octagonal Plate: 

Is effective for moderating the fields of smart meters, inverters (solar), battery packs in hybrid cars, the old 

VDU screens & laptop computers. When placed on top of the VDU computer screen with the concave facing down 

into the screen, or under the newer computer screen, or under the laptop keyboard. 

   The LapTop/Tablet Tabs:   

These are used on laptop computers or Tablets ( iPad, Microsoft tablets etc) this set of 4 tabs are 
effective                                      for moderating the fields coming from these devices. These Tabs are different 

from Phone Tags as they are flat and normally come uncoloured being flat the energy comes equally on both sides 

and they are slightly thinner than the Phone Tag. 

   All the Small Plates: 

Treat glasses & jugs of water, plates of food, sweeten sour fruit & aid in the maturing of poor 

quality or cheap wine. Sit the items to be treated in the concave side of the plate. 

The Pocket & Small Practitioner Plates: 

Can be used to broadcast energy via photographs with the concave side facing down onto the head of the 

person/animal in the photograph. 

All these Plates will improve the crystal shape of frozen water. 
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Tesla’s Small & Larger Plates

Practitioner Plates 

The oval shaped Practitioner Plates dates back to the Egyptian era & are seen in  

the hieroglyphics & drawings on pyramid walls with the oval shape being worn over 

the third eye. 

The Practitioner Plates were developed to give practitioners extra protection 

from energies & entities. 

To Use The Practitioner Plates 

Position; 

(a) Above the throat chakra. The Practitioner Plate must be horizontal.

(b) When below the throat chakra. The Practitioner Plate should be vertical.

(c) The Large Practitioner Plate. Is placed under the massage table concave up. The

client will automatically go into an Alpha state, helping the Practitioner’s work to be more

effective.

(d) The Small Practitioner Plate. Is designed to be worn in the pocket either all the time or

when the practitioner is actually working.

Past Lives; 

For processing past lives place the small Practitioner Plate at the back of the person’s 

head. Remember to place it horizontally. 

The Practitioner Plates are excellent for placing over cuts as they reduce the flow of 

bleeding, stop pain very quickly, stops scaring of mild burns, helps bruising processquickly & 

encourages immediate commencement of healing. 

The most effective placement of all Tesla’s Small Plates is with the concave side facing 

the affected area. 
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